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Your tiles will be produced in Vancouver, packed and ready to ship in 4 weeks.

The original modern glass tile
The original creator of modern glass tile, Interstyle is an 
artisan-maker of architectural glass and ceramics. 
Mixing color, texture, shape and scale, we make exactly what 
you want when you need it.



Simple, captivating. A composition of mixed surface finishes to render calm.
4” x 8” - 6 mm

Suggested patterns
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Color samples are a true indication of the final color on your order. However, you can expect some color variation in all fired tile products. We batch produce all of our 
glass tile per order. The amount of iron in the glass will vary case lot to case lot (even in low-iron glass), the ceramic glazes are all mixed per order based on the quantity 
required; both of which do affect the final hue and tone of the color produced. 

tone-on-tone

banzuke right

dohyo right heya right shiko right

yokozuna rightmawashi right

straight-up flip yin-yang flight arrow tailwind diamond blade



Simple, captivating. A composition of mixed surface finishes to render calm.
4” x 8” - 6 mm

Custom colors and sizes are also available.  

Please visit www.interstyleglass.com for more information. 

Don’t see it? We’ll make it.
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Features

* For wet areas, please specify.

walls wet frost proof interior
exterior

samples
may vary

All sizes are nominal inches as we make all of your tile to exact size in metric and convert to the nearest inch +/-.  Please call to confirm exact sizes if required. We 
strongly recommend ordering 10-15% overage per order to avoid being short on an installation. Reorders will not be from the same production run and will have slight 
variance in color.

sansho rightosu right

yusho right ozeki right

contrast

left right

All colors are available in  
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